Dear Fireside Community,

We are deeply honored to provide you with this impact report for the first year of the Psychedelic Peer Support Line.

We conceived of Fireside Project as a key to unlocking the transformational and healing potential of psychedelics by offering every single person in the United States, and eventually, the whole world access to free, culturally attuned peer-to-peer support as they navigate their psychedelic experiences.

We’re so proud to report to you that during our first year, we’ve made huge strides towards this goal. Since our launch on April 14, 2021, we’ve had 2,550 conversations with people during and after their psychedelic experiences; we’ve trained over 100 volunteers; and we’ve provided 13,000 hours of psychedelic support. Each conversation was a miracle in its own way, making a real difference in someone’s life. We invite you to look at the two appendices to this report, where we share some truly heart-warming testimonials from our callers, as well detailed statistics about the first year of the first-ever national psychedelic peer support line.

Another milestone was the launch of our Equity Initiative, which will will create generative pathways for diverse healers to flourish and thrive in the psychedelic field. We’re now in the process of hiring our first Affinity Cohort, which will consist of 40 BIPOC, transgender, and military veteran volunteers. Starting on June 23, callers with those identities will have the choice to process past psychedelic experiences with someone sharing their identity. We’ll then help those volunteers pursue careers in the psychedelic field through grants from our Equity Fund and through universities and training programs lowering or eliminating tuition.

Our hearts are aglow with gratitude for the community of beautiful souls who helped this project launch and thrive: our staff, support-line volunteers, Advisory Board, mentors, Ambassadors and Spark Team members, community partners, in-kind supporters, corporate members, donors, and countless others. Each of you keeps the fire burning, and we could not be more thankful to you.

In community,

Joshua White  
Founder and Executive Director

Hanifa Nayo Washington  
Co-Founder and Chief of Strategy
HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR FIRST YEAR

"I felt like I was talking to a friend who made me feel safer than I’ve felt in years."
- Caller Testimonial

2,550 conversations

93% of callers reported feeling seen, supported and understood

95% of callers would recommend Fireside Project to others

12% of callers from Oregon

13,000 volunteer hours

100+ volunteers trained

600+ volunteer applications

7,500 mobile app downloads

***DATA FROM ANONYMOUS POST-CALL SURVEY CONDUCTED AS PART OF OUR STUDY WITH DR. JOE ZAMARIA (UCSF), DR. MOLLIE PLEET (UCSF), AND DR. RACHEL YEHUDA (MT. SINAI/VA)***
Equity Initiative Launched!

We announced the launch of our Equity Initiative! Starting on June 23, 2022, callers who are BIPOC, transgender, and/or military veterans will be able to process past psychedelic experiences with a volunteer sharing their identity. Volunteers who complete a year of service will be eligible for grants from our Equity Fund; scholarships from Naropa University, MAPS PBC, and CIIS; free courses from Psychedelic.Support and Fluence; research internships with Dr. Robin Carhart-Harris (UCSF); Dr. Monnica T. Williams (Univ. Ottawa); and Dr. Chris Stauffer (Oregon Health Sciences Univ.); and more!

Speaking Out!

We spoke at 17 conferences or panels, including Horizons in New York City, Meet Delic in Las Vegas, and Wonderland in Miami.

We appeared on nine podcasts, including Psychoactive, Plant Medicine Podcast, Psychedelic Leadership, Maya Health’s Psychedelic Therapy, and Psychedelic Grad

Press Coverage

Our work was featured in Forbes, Esquire, Rolling Stone, TechCrunch, Double Blind, Lucid News, MAPS Bulletin, Free Think, The Microdose, Mashable, Chacruna Institute, Mad in America, San Francisco Chronicle, Truffle Report, Psychedelic Times, Brookings, Benzinga, and more!
OUR RESEARCH POTENTIAL

Because we speak to thousands of people during and after their experiences on a range of psychedelics, we are uniquely positioned as a research platform to produce impactful studies leading to safer, more healing psychedelic experiences. In our first year, we’re proud of the strides we’ve made towards realizing that potential.

With Dr. Rachel Yehuda (Mt. Sinai/VA), Dr. Mollie Pleet (UCSF), and Dr. Joseph Zamaria (UCSF), we have submitted for peer review our first study exploring whether Fireside Project reduces reliance on emergency services and lowers the risks sometimes associated with the unsupervised consumption of psychedelics in non-clinical settings.

We are in the midst of two additional Institutional Review Board processes:

- A forthcoming study with Durham University Professor of Anthropology Dr. Tehseen Noorani will explore the history of peer support within and adjacent to the Western medical model, and the place of Fireside Project and psychedelic peer support within that lineage.

- Anonymous, aggregated data from the Psychedelic Peer Support Line will be used in a study by University of Ottawa Professor Dr. Monnica T. Williams and Joseph de la Torre exploring the experiences of people who have experienced psychosis and consume psychedelics in non-clinical contexts.

We anticipate conducting at least five more studies in the coming year:

- Four of those studies will arise out of our Equity Initiative. We will explore whether the option for our callers to speak to someone sharing their identity affects healing outcomes, risk mitigation, and the likelihood of using the support line. This series of questions will be explored for callers who are BIPOC, transgender, and military veterans. We will work with Dr. Monnica T. Williams (Univ. of Ottawa), Dr. Chris Stauffer (OHSU/VA), and others on these studies.

- Another study will explore the role of peer support within the medical model as an option for patients seeking to integrate ketamine experiences.

“\[This program is one of the most important developments in the psychedelic space.\]”

- Dr. Rachel Yehuda
LOOKING FORWARD TO OUR SECOND YEAR

Our vision is a Beloved Psychedelic Community, where people of all identities are represented, welcomed, and celebrated. We plan to move towards that vision with great leaps and bounds during the Psychedelic Peer Support Line’s second year of operation. Here are some of the milestones we plan to reach:

5,000 Conversations
We hope to double the number of conservations we have on the Psychedelic Peer Support Line. We’ll do this through the development of our outreach infrastructure and community partnerships.

Offer Affinity Integration Circles
We will offer free monthly integration circles for people who are BIPOC, transgender, or military veterans.

Launch our Psychedelic Citizenship Course
Through this two-day, experiential training program, we’ll empower our community with the skills needed to thrive in a psychedelic world. This includes the basics of psychedelic peer support, including how to hold space for someone during and after psychedelic experiences. We’ll also explore with people the impact of the war on drugs and how to liberate ourselves from its effects.

Launch of Affinity Peer Integration Service
Starting on June 23, 2022, 100% of callers who are BIPOC, transgender, or military veteran will have the choice to process a past psychedelic experience with a volunteer sharing their identity.

Become the Standard of Care for Psychedelic Integration
We will partner with ketamine clinics to provide round-the-clock, on-demand peer support in the days and weeks after ketamine experiences. We believe this service will set a new standard of care for psychedelic integration, starting with ketamine.

A New and Improved Mobile App
We will launch an updated mobile app that will include new features and educational materials, as well as a platform for our callers to access our Affinity Peer Integration Service.

“YOU SAVED MY LIFE. LITERALLY.
- Caller Testimonial”
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

Our hearts overflow with gratitude for our donors. Each and every one of you took a chance on a brand-new psychedelic organization with a bold vision to help create a psychedelic community that honors these beautiful medicines. Thank you for believing in us.
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My conversation with Fireside Project changed the course of my night...and quite possibly my LIFE. The volunteer was very understanding, patient, and compassionate. You could tell she had been where I was before, and let me know that what I was experiencing was a normal part of the healing process.

- Caller Testimonial
MISSION

Our mission is to help people minimize the risks and fullfill the potential of their psychedelic experiences in ways such as providing compassionate, accessible, and culturally responsive peer support, educating the public, and furthering psychedelic research, while embracing practices that increase equity, power sharing, and belonging within the psychedelic movement.

VISION

Our vision, our true north is a Beloved Psychedelic Community where people of all identities are represented, welcomed, and celebrated. They have the skills to keep each other safe and support each other as they navigate their psychedelic experiences. In this Beloved Psychedelic Community, people can fulfill the potential of their psychedelic experiences, leading to healthier, more interconnected, more joyous lives.

OUR NAME

The name "Fireside Project" was inspired by the feeling of sitting around a fire, experiencing a sense of community, connection, and openness. As long as people have been people, we’ve gathered together around the flames. Warming our hands and hearts, we’ve celebrated, mourned, feasted, danced, shared stories, and of course, journeyed. At Fireside Project, we look to our shared ancestry beside the fire as a way to light our path forward to a more loving, interconnected world.

www.firesideproject.org
info@firesideproject.org
@firesideproject
APPENDIX A

PSYCHEDELIC PEER SUPPORT LINE
APRIL 14, 2021 - APRIL 12, 2022

2,550 CONVERSATIONS

Did the conversation occur by phone or text message?

- Phone Call: 54.8%
- Text Message: 45.2%
Where in the trip was the caller at the **start** of the call?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Post-peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
<td>53.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where in the trip was the caller at the **end** of the call?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Post-peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
<td>66.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Caller's Race/Ethnicity

- **White**: 49.5%
- **Latinx**: 18.7%
- **Black and/or African**: 8.8%
- **South Asian**: 3.3%
- **Asian**: 4.4%
- **Multi-racial**: 7.7%
- **Other named racial identity**: 6.6%
- **American Indian**: 1.1%
- **South Asian**: 3.3%

### Caller's age

- **Under 18**: 4.7%
- **18-22**: 20.4%
- **23-30**: 33.2%
- **31-40**: 20.7%
- **41-50**: 7.8%
- **51-60**: 7.5%
- **61-70**: 4.9%
- **71+**: 1.7%
Trip Content

- Anxiety: 17.3%
- Confusion: 7.5%
- Fear: 11.4%
- Interpersonal/Relationship: 8.3%
- Loneliness: 7.5%
- Looping: 3.4%
- Other: 4.9%
- Paranoia/Pronoia: 4.3%
- Overwhelm: 12.7%
- Somatic: 4.3%
- Spiritual: 5.8%
- Transpersonal/Identity: 6.6%
- Trauma Process: 6%
Social anxiety disorder
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD)
Alcohol and Substance Use Disorders
Generalized anxiety disorder
Major depression
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
No

Guided imagery
Distraction
Breathing techniques
Grounding/Noticing sensations
Mindful self-disclosure
Education
Reassurance
Normalization
Validation
Reflective listening

Did the caller mention any disorders they may have?

Type of support provided

Reflective listening: 22.5%
Validation: 19.7%
Normalization: 18.9%
Reassurance: 10.8%
Education: 8.2%
Mindful self-disclosure: 7.6%
Grounding/Noticing sensations: 5.8%
Breathing techniques: 4.1%
Distraction: 1.8%
Guided imagery: 0.6%
APPENDIX B

A SAMPLING OF TESTIMONIALS PROVIDED BY CALLERS IN RESPONSE TO OUR ANONYMOUS POST-CALL SURVEY.

“The volunteer’s reassurance was all I needed to turn an uncomfortable experience into something much better. I normally have a level of anxiety talking to strangers when I’m sober but they were like a friend I’d already made and was confiding in.”

“Fireside Project was the only place I could turn after a jarring and profound ego death experience. The volunteer made it abundantly clear that I could pour out all my thoughts, however nonsensical and strange they may be. But in that confounded state in which the very bedrock or our sense of cognitive ‘normality’ has been warped and destroyed and totally reformed, I felt like I was doing more than simply venting my thoughts. I was heard and accepted by a fellow psychonaut, and instant friend.”

“I feel that Fireside is indispensable for anyone on psychedelics struggling and afraid.”

“I felt like I could just talk. The volunteer listened mostly, and then, at just the right time provided words of understanding and empathy. I don’t know how I would have landed without Fireside. In these times, we can’t just go it alone all the time.”

“My volunteer was very supportive and validating of my experience. I am a stronger person because of it.”

“I was stuck in my head and not sure whether was I was seeing and feeling was really happening. I became afraid of my thoughts and did not trust myself. The person messaging me was able to get me to calm down and center several times. Every time I tried resisting the experience, the more afraid I would become. Fireside brought me back again and again. I feel that Fireside is indispensable for anyone on psychedelics.”

“This is a beautiful project that I wish was around so much sooner. Having somewhere to reach out without being stigmatized and shamed is so necessary with the current psychedelic wave under way.”

“I was possibly going to go have my stomach pumped but they helped me get through it without emergency service. The lady I spoke with calmed me down and helped me process my feelings.”
“My body felt like it was dying due to the bad trip. But when the volunteer picked up, they helped me come down and realize I was thinking too much. After I calmed down and got the thoughts out of my head, I felt better. The volunteer was AWESOME.”

“I was having a really hard time expressing exactly what I was feeling during my trip, and communicating was hard for me, but the person I talked to was very positive and grounded. Fireside really helped me make my trip into a positive experience.”

“They provide a great outlet for thoughts about psychedelic experiences and provide a soundboard to unpack an idea in a judgment-free setting.”

“I spoke to a beautiful soul at Fireside who asked me to elaborate on details about what I was feeling and any previous medicine experiences I had. This person gave me so much incredible advice full of engaging wisdom & clear knowledge.”

“I would have absolutely called 911 but found Fireside instead!”

“Fireside Project validated my experience and my feelings and I felt like they actually understood. They went above and beyond and sent me resources for support groups in my area. I felt powerless and defeated when I reached out to Fireside but felt empowered by the end of our talks.”

“I seriously believed it wasn't going to end and I was on the verge of seeking medical intervention for help. I felt like I needed a sedative; every time I closed my eyes I became ever more afraid. The volunteer at Fireside Project shared that she had had a “challenging trip”, and reassured me over and over without issue that it would end and that I would be alright. Fireside provided an on demand SAFE and NONJUDGMENTAL area for me.”

“I would have been stuck in a dark and fragile space for hours longer had I not called. I pretty quickly felt more grounded after talking to someone. I had a hard time using words because my brain was mushy. I appreciated that [the volunteer] offered to just sit with me quietly over the phone.”

“You changed my life.”

“After having an absolutely magical high dose psilocybin trip, I just needed to share with someone the depth of the wonders I experienced. Most of my friends are not into psychedelics, so talking about this with them just didn't register. The wonderful person I spoke to at Fireside just "got it" and understood the gravity of my experience. A compassionate and empathetic listener was just what I needed to help me process this extraordinary trip. Fireside is an amazing resource, and I'm grateful that it exists!”

"It's so hard thinking I'm alone, and I feel a lot better knowing I'm not."

“This is a beautiful project that I wish was around so much sooner. Having somewhere to reach out without being stigmatized and shamed is so necessary with the current psychedelic wave under way.”
“I was possibly going to go have my stomach pumped but they helped me get through it without emergency service. The lady I spoke with calmed me down and helped me process my feelings.”

“My body felt like it was dying due to the bad trip. But when the volunteer picked up, they helped me come down and realize I was thinking too much. After I calmed down and got the thoughts out of my head, I felt better. The volunteer was AWESOME.”

“I was having a really hard time expressing exactly what I was feeling during my trip, and communicating was hard for me, but the person I talked to was very positive and grounded. Fireside really helped me make my trip into a positive experience.”

“They provide a great outlet for thoughts about psychedelic experiences and provide a soundboard to unpack an idea in a judgment-free setting.”

“I spoke to a beautiful soul at Fireside who asked me to elaborate on details about what I was feeling and any previous medicine experiences I had. This person gave me so much incredible advice full of engaging wisdom & clear knowledge.”

“I would have absolutely called 911 but found Fireside instead!”

“Fireside Project validated my experience and my feelings and I felt like they actually understood. They went above and beyond and sent me resources for support groups in my area. I felt powerless and defeated when I reached out to Fireside but felt empowered by the end of our talks.”

“I seriously believed it wasn’t going to end and I was on the verge of seeking medical intervention for help. I felt like I needed a sedative; every time I closed my eyes I became ever more afraid. The volunteer at Fireside Project shared that she had had a “challenging trip”, and reassured me over and over without issue that it would end and that I would be alright. Fireside provided an on demand SAFE and NONJUDGMENTAL area for me.”

“I would have been stuck in a dark and fragile space for hours longer had I not called. I pretty quickly felt more grounded after talking to someone. I had a hard time using words because my brain was mushy. I appreciated that [the volunteer] offered to just sit with me quietly over the phone.”

“You changed my life.”

“After having an absolutely magical high dose psilocybin trip, I just needed to share with someone the depth of the wonders I experienced. Most of my friends are not into psychedelics, so talking about this with them just didn't register. The wonderful person I spoke to at Fireside just "got it" and understood the gravity of my experience. A compassionate and empathetic listener was just what I needed to help me process this extraordinary trip. Fireside is an amazing resource, and I'm grateful that it exists!”

"It's so hard thinking I'm alone, and I feel a lot better knowing I'm not."